
INSTRUCTIONS



CONTROLS

Your character is controlled by either Sinclair 
or Kempston joysticks, or by the following keys:

“Q" =  UP
" 0" =

"V  = Right

With ”M " or "Space” to fire
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The ship... Growing, nurturing. caring, and now 
building new defences and organisms to assist 
in its work When these organisms attacked, it 

was obvious that Cray-5 had gone mad. 
Subdued by the Grays regime. the humans 

could barely fight back. but somehow you have 
retained your wits and Cray-5 knows this, The 

computer has now decided to proceed with 
self-destruction of the ship and all its 

inhabitants. The countdown has begun, to an 
explosion that will destroy everything. The end 

of Mankind.

You must venture into the sub-cortex of the 
ship. to disconnect and subsequently repair the 
damage. It will not be easy as there are many 
new protection systems installed to prevent 

sabotage.









fAIVVLE OF THE ZZnd CENTURY:

Pollution and its consequences hove made life 
on Earth, impossible. Humanity is left 

destitute and scattered, barely existing within 
neglected orbital communities and carrier 

ships, left derelict from the last war. Their 
only hope lies with the old Earth governments, 

who it said, finally came together to fund a 
plan of outer space colonisation ~ to save what 

remained,

Indeed, the final Earth Alliance created a huge 
spaceship, a living continent with a self- 

replicating, bio-engineered ecosystem. As part 
of this project, 5000 brave humans, the 

remaining Earth inhabitants, travelled through 
space, to find a new planet that would accept 
mankind, A planet where the ship could land 

and become a new seed of life.



The ship grew and nurtured its occupants, 
aware that mankind was frail and unable to 

look after itself without conflict. At the heart 
of this control system was the super-computer, 
"Cray-5" who monitored all the parameters so 
that life for the humans was safe and without 

aggression. After all.that's how you'd been 
instructed to create it. I
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Loading your cassette:
CrayJ5 loads in approximately 5 minutes 30 seconds.

1Z8k ZX  Spectrum

Select T A P E L O A V C R  option on main menu, press E N T C R  
and start the tape.

H8kZX Spectrum

This game is not compatible with 16 or H8k machines, Sorry.

Loading should be practically error free on upper-middle 
volumes, though if the tape fails at any time during the 

LO ADIN G process, then please rewind the tape, adjust the 
volume control and try  again. If  failure persists then please 

try  the other side of the tape.

All Monument cassettes are tested before shipping, but if for 
any reason the game fails to load after all efforts, then

please contact Monument Microgames at: 
MicrogamesZOOO@yahoo.co.uk

mailto:MicrogamesZOOO@yahoo.co.uk
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